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ABSTRACT
This study analyzes and investigates the impact of traffic noise on high rise buildings and surrounding areas by the side
of Hemmat Highway that links west of Tehran to the east. In this study, a 3D traffic noise simulation model is applied
on a GIS system. Visualized noise levels are formulated by the proposed model for noise mapping on all surfaces of the
buildings and surrounding ground in a 3D platform. The investigation shows that there is a high traffic noise impact on
the foreground and front facades of buildings, rendering these areas unsuitable for residential purposes. The ground area
by the sides of buildings and the building side panels receive a lower noise impact. Most of these areas are still not acceptable for residential and even commercial use, only the back yards and back panels, have the lowest traffic noise
impact. It also shows that the building height is not an effective factor for reducing motorway noise on the upper part of
the building. Finally, construction cantilever barriers with a height of seven meters, close to the outer edge of the highway was presented as an effective way to reduce noise within the allowable range of noise pollution for commercial and
residential purposes.
Keywords: Noise Pollution; Traffic Noise Model; 3D City Model; Three-Dimensional Modeling of Noise

1. Introduction
After Second World War and industrial revolution in
Europe, technology has improved and advanced with a
great rate. Technological advances have made human life
easier and more comfortable in general; however, they
have had their own disadvantages as well. One of the
disadvantages of such processes is the rise of environmental problems. These problems consist of pollution
caused by industrial advances [1]. In general, they are put
in five categories: air pollution, water pollution, soil pollution, thermal pollution, and noise pollution. Noise pollution in urban areas and large cities has adverse harms
on human health and wellbeing, from insignificant annoyance, such as disturbance to sleeping, reading, speech
communication, concentration of mental work, etc., to
serve physiological and psychological damages [2]. Among
all of the sources responsible for noise pollution, such as
traffic noise, industrial noise, and activity noise, traffic
related sources are from great environmental concern and
increasing level of discomfort in urban areas with high
traffic concentration [3].
Traffic noise is among the extensively most studied
fields of noise pollution and therefore, several studies
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

have been made on different aspects of traffic noise [4].
Some researches have been conducted to determine and
predict noise propagation level in different countries
around the globe. These have led to development of various models for recent propose. Kumar and Kuffer (2008)
presented a three-dimensional noise model of Delf, the
main weakness of their model was neglecting the background noise, sound barriers, weather condition, reflection of noise from buildings and other obstacles in the
field [5,6]. Pamanikabud and Tansatcha (2010) used Geographic information system for analysis of highway traffic noise with development of two programs named FHWA
and CoRTN. Hojat and Rajabi (2008) used NMPB (the
noise model of European Union) for modeling noise pollution by using three-dimensional city models [7], Rahmani and his colleagues (2012) presented an optimal
model for predicting noise from traffic by using the genetic algorithm in Mashhad [8]. Most of these have been
in the form of digital calculation of noise levels in certain
locations, a process which cannot provide a full view of
the study area [9]. In order to find a better solution to
solve this problem, having a noise map that can provide
complete information about the effects of noise pollution
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in all directions seems necessary [10]. This can be done
through constructing 3D noise models.
In this study, a motorway traffic noise model based on
local traffic conditions in Tehran, was initially proposed
for the analysis and estimation of traffic noise levels that
occur at every location of the studied site. 3D visualized
noise mapping is then applied to build a sharp and clear
traffic noise contour map of all sides of the building panels together with the surrounding ground surface. Finally,
the noise impact on the building and ground surfaces, as
shown in 3D format, is then investigated in detail for all
sides of the study area.

2. Material and Methods
2.1. Scope and Area of Study
Hemmat is the main highway connecting east to the west
in Tehran, so most of the time there is a lot of traffic in
this highway. By considering this fact that the biggest
source of noise pollution in large cities like Tehran is
traffic, Hemmat highway was selected as the study area.
Other reason for choosing this highway is the possibility
of designing sound walls due to the proper distance from
houses to the highway. Designing sound walls at the
edge of the highway is the most effective strategy to control noise pollution in this area (Figure 1).

2.2. Traffic Noise Model
The major source of noise in urban areas is transportation,
including road transport, planes and trains. Noise levels
from road vehicles (including motorcycles, light cars,
medium and heavy trucks) have a major portion in the
production of noise pollution in urban areas. Other
sources of noise in urban areas consist of industrial activities, constructional activities and equipment, each one
has a certain share in the production of environmental
noise pollution [11].
In many countries, road traffic is the most widespread
source of noise and it is the most prevalent cause of

Figure 1. Scope and area of study.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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annoyance and interference [12]. Traffic noise is generated from the engine and from frictional contact between
the vehicle and the ground and air [13]. Noise generated
from traffic depends on traffic volume, the speed of vehicles, the portion of heavy vehicles and the nature of
road surface. The road traffic noise level is the aggregation of individual vehicle noise, which is the basic unit
for traffic noise source. Each vehicle generates different
tones of noise from its sources such as engine, contact
tyre and road, exhaust, fan, air intake.
The problem of noise pollution has been a subject of
great interest over the last few years. A considerable
amount of work has been carried out with the aim of developing models to predict noise levels generated by road
traffic. Noise prediction is necessary where a future
situation cannot be measured. It is also because measuring noise in the field is practically difficult, since numerous observation points are needed to obtain a complete picture of the noise situation and it is not a cost
effective method [14]. Noise prediction is based upon
relatively straightforward equations and principles. Prediction of noise levels is in the case when it is not possible to measure at the receiver. Noise levels can be predicted based on the traffic flow rate, the speed of vehicles,
the proportion of heavy vehicles and the nature of road
surface. In some situations noise prediction can be more
accurate than measurement, since only the contribution
of the process is predicted [15].
Proposed Traffic Noise Model
Traffic noise models have been developed in many countries for use in the analysis and prediction of noise generated by traffic on highways [16]. The different vehicle
types that are used and operated on the highways of each
country cause difference in traffic noise level generated
by those vehicles [17]. Therefore, many countries have
had to build their own traffic noise simulation models for
the effective analysis and prediction of noise generated
by their country’s particular vehicular and traffic conditions.
Accordingly, because there was no standard model for
predicting noise in Iran, existing models in the world
were studied. These models consist of Harmonized methods suggested by EU, Dutch noise calculation methods,
TNM by FHWA in the US, CoRTN and PRTN by the
Department of Environment in the United Kingdom,
RLS-90 by the Germany, MITHRA by a French firm,
StL-86 by the Swiss Federal Office for Environmental
Protection [18-20]. The Harmonized methods are used
for prediction of environmental noise levels caused by
roads and railway traffic. These methods are only valid
for regional climate in Europe [21]. In Netherlands, the
noise calculation takes place in specially developed computer models based on extensive measurement done in
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the year 1970s and 1980s [22]. The noise computation
methods are designed to give an accurate traffic noise
levels and can be implemented for any area for noise
simulation. These methods are categorized in different
groups with diverse purposes. 1-Standard Calculation
Method 1 (SCM1) is generally used for simple situations
and with few calculation parameters. In this method the
reflections and obstruction of sound between the buildings is not considered. The SCM1 is normally used for
preliminary assessment of noise impact. It can be easily
implemented for any condition and can have quick result
for assessment. 2-Standard Calculation Method 2 (SCM2)
considers all the factors affecting noise levels including
reflection and obstruction of sound between buildings.
It's disadvantage is that it requires high computation and
also it is a time consuming approach. On the other hand,
the standards for noise mapping including 1-Standard
Noise Mapping Method 1 (SMM1) is based on the SCM1
in addition to a factor of blocking of noise due to buildings called SKM is taken into account for noise calculation. 2-Standard Noise Mapping Method 2 (SMM2) is
based on the SCM2 methods [23].
Finally, by considering natural, physical and traffic
conditions of this highway, studying existing models in
the world and dialogue with the dBvision’s noise expert
Mr. Henk de Klujijver on December 15, 2011, a model
was proposed for the study area “Equation (1)”. The proposed model due to high flexibility in adopting different
parameters is able to run in different environments.

LAeq  E  Coptrek  Creflectie  Dafs tan d
 Dlucht  Dbodem  Dmeteo  Dbarrier

(1)

LAeq is noise level on the calculation point (Aeq
means average or equivalent noise level).
E is the emission level of noise calculated for the day
(7:00 - 19:00), evening (19:00 - 23:00) and night (23:00 7:00). Then, a correction of +5 dB for the evening and
+10 dB for the night was used to give a higher level of
protection for the evening and night “Equation (2)”.
Emv
Ezv
 Elv
E  10Log 10 10  10 10  10 10







(2)

Elv is the noise emission of light cars calculated for
day, evening and night “Equation (3)”.
Emv is the noise emission of medium heavy trucks
(trucks with a single rear axle plus busses) calculated for
day, evening and night “Equation (4)”.
E zv is the noise emission of heavy trucks (trucks with
more than one rear axle and trailer trucks) calculated for
day, evening and night “Equation (5)”.
V
Elv  69.4  27.6Log  lv
 V0
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 0 
 Vmv 
V
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 Qzv
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Vlv , Vmv , Vzv are respectively the speed of light, medium and heavy vehicles.
V0 is the reference speed: 80 km/h for light vehicles
and 70 km/h for light trucks (+busses) and heavy trucks.
Qlv , Qmv , Qzv are respectively the quantity of light,
medium and heavy vehicles during day, evening and
night.
Cwegdek is the correction for the noise emission depending on the road surface (“wegdek” means “road surface”) “Equation (6)”.
V 
Cwegdek  Lm  bmLog  m 
 V0 m 

(6)

Different types of road surfaces have different values
of Lm and bm . For the reference road surface (a
normal asphalt road) the ID is 1. The values for Lm
and bm are mentioned as below. The result is Cwegdek
= 0.
ID>1</ID>
<NAAM>DAB 11/16 (refer entie)</NAAM>
<DLP>0</DLP>
<BP>0</BP>
<DLV>0</DLV>
<BV>0</BV>
DLP is Lm for light traffic.
BP is bm for light traffic.
DLV is Lm for light trucks (+busses) and heavy
trucks.
BV is bm for light trucks (+busses) and heavy trucks
For a brick road the ID is 10. The result is Cwegdek = 4,
which means the emission is 4 dB higher than the asphalt
road.
<ID>10</ID>
<NAAM>Gewone element en verharding</NAAM>
<DLP>4</DLP>
<BP>0</BP>
<DLV>4</DLV>
<BV>0</BV>
The other road surfaces (other ID’s) are mostly special
types which are developed to reduce the noise emission.
Coptrek is the extra emission for vehicles accelerating
and breaking at crossings.
Creflectie is the extra noise emission because of reflections of buildings and noise barriers on the other side of
the road “Equation (7)”.
Creflectie  1.5  fob j

(7)
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fob j is the part on the other side of the road which
reflects the noise (value between 0 and 1). Only the objects within a reasonable distance are taken into account.
Dafs tan d is the reduction (D for damping) of the noise
depending on distance “Equation (8)”.
Dafs tan d  10Log  r 

(8)

r is the shortest distance between the road and the
calculation point (in meters).
Dlucht is the reduction of noise because of absorption
in the air “Equation (9)”.
Dlucht  0.01 r 0.9

(9)

Dbodem is the reduction of noise caused by absorption
of the ground “Equation (10)”.

 



Dbodem  B  2  4 1  e0.04 r  e0.65hw  e


0.65( hweg  0.75)



(10)
B is the part between the middle of the road and the
calculation point which is considered to absorb noise (the
value is between 0 and 1). Road surfaces and water reflect noise, other surfaces like grass-land absorb noise.
hw is the height of the calculation point in reference
to the ground level at the calculation point (in meters).
hweg is the height of the road in reference to the
ground level next to the road (in meters).
Dmeteo is the reduction of noise because of the weather
condition mostly due to the wind direction “Equation
(11)”.
Dmeteo  3.5  3.5e

0.04 r
( hweg  hw  0.75)

(11)

Dbarrier is the reduction of noise because of noise barriers or buildings between the road and the calculation
point.
The parameters of the proposed traffic noise model
presented in (Figure 2).
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2.3. Data Used and Validation of Traffic Noise
Model
Data required for the proposed model includes statistical
information on traffic (number and speed of light, medium and heavy vehicles) obtained from the Online traffic diagrams of Tehran Traffic Control Center (Figures 3
and 4) and also information about the physical condition
of the highway (Tables 1-4). On one hand, the accuracy
of input data due to having direct impact on the results,
must be validated qualitatively and quantitatively. On the
other hand, because this study investigates noise impact
in a 3D format that includes horizontal and vertical
planes, the validation for the traffic noise model of this
motorway must be done by using two newly collected
data sets: one for the horizontal plane of the ground surface and another for the vertical planes of the building
panels.
Validation of the Proposed Traffic Noise Model
In this research, the proposed traffic noise model was
used to model the effects of noise from the traffic. As
mentioned in the previous section, first the accuracy of
the collected data should be validated qualitatively and
quantitatively and then validation of model on both vertical and horizontal planes should be done. To do this, a
calibrated Sound Level Meter (BrüeKjer2230) was used
for direct measurement in the field (Figure 5). The first
model validation is to check the accuracy of traffic noise
prediction on the surrounding ground surface (horizontal
plane), using a total data of 71 points randomly collected
from different locations on the surrounding ground surface in the vicinity of the motorway. The sound level
meter is set at the height of 1.20 m from ground surface.
The locations of measuring point on this horizontal plane
are random along this motorway line with the distance
ranging from 2 m to 27 m from near side edge of the

Figure 2. The parameters of the proposed traffic noise model.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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Figure 3. Online diagram of the number of cars (source: www.tehrantraffic.com).

Figure 4. Online diagram of the speed of cars (source: www.tehrantraffic.com).

frontage road. All of the data on traffic characteristics
and physical condition of motorway together with the
true path distance between receiver and noise source are
input data for the model in order to calculate the predicted values of traffic noise on that particular receiver
point. A paired t-test technique with a significance level
α = 0.05 is applied to this validation test to compare the
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

predicted noise levels with the measured ones. This statistical test showed that the model can provide a significance result in predicting motorway noise on the surrounding ground surface with Sig. 2-tailed = 0.516. The
statistical results of this test are shown in Table 5.
The second validation is to test the accuracy of the
model in predicting motorway traffic noise levels on the
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Table 1. Statistical information of traffic and physical condition of the highway.
Optional
correction of
the emission

Speed light
vehicles

Speed light
trucks and
busses

Speed
heavy
trucks

Number of
light vehicles
during day

Valid

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

Missing

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Mean

0.00

100.00

80.00

60.00

1661.95850

114.33850

0.00

1387.750

88.50

Std. error of
mean

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

16.740613

19.026165

0.000

32.7884

5.858

Median

0.00

100.00

80.00

60.00

1661.95850

114.33850

0.00

1387.750

88.50

Mode

0

100

80

60

1617.667(a)

64.000(a)

0

1301.0(a)

73(a)

N

Number of Number of Number of light Number of light
light trucks heavy trucks vehicles during
trucks during
during day during day
evening
evening

Height of area Height of the Height of area Height of the
Number of
Number of Number of Number of
Part of the
next to the road road at first next to the road road at last
heavy trucks light vehicles light trucks heavy trucks
model which is
at first point of
point of
at last point of
point of
during evening during night during night during night
noise reflecting
polyline
polyline
polyline
polyline
N

Valid

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

Missing

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Mean

0.00

521.68750

65.50

200.00

0.500

0.00

0.500

0.00

0.00

Std. error
of mean

0.000

113.743684

2.835

3.780

0.0000

0.000

0.0000

0.000

0.000

Median

0.00

521.68750

65.50

200.00

0.500

0.00

0.500

0.00

0.00

Mode

0

220.750(a)

58 (a)

190(a)

0.5

0

0.5

0

0

Table 2. Physical information of existing barriers in the field.
Height of area next to
the barrier at first
point of polyline

Reflection of the Correction on noise
Height of the
Height of area next
Height of the
barrier at first point to the barrier at last barrier at last point barrier (1 is fully level by shape of
reflecting noise)
barrier top
of polyline
point of polyline
of polyline

Valid

4

4

4

4

4

4

Missing

0

0

0

0

0

0

Mean

0.00

9.75

0.00

26.25

1.00000

0.00000

Std. error of mean

0.000

4.475

0.000

17.500

0.000000

0.000000

Median

0.00

9.75

0.00

10.10

1.00000

0.00000

Mode

0

20

0

102

1.000

0.000

N

panel surfaces of high-rise building (vertical plane) along
the motorway corridor. This is done by using another 121
points randomly collected from the buildings and advertising billboards at the different locations and heights
around the motorway. The horizontal distance of these
locations are ranged between 5 m to 25 m from the near
side edge of the near side frontage road, and the vertical
heights of these locations are ranged between 3 m and 39
m from the ground surface. All of the data on traffic
characteristics and physical condition of motorway together with the true path distance between receiver and
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

noise source are input data for the model in order to calculate the predicted values of traffic noise on that particular receiver point. The validation test is given to test
the accuracy of these measured and predicted noise values in the vertical plane with the paired t-test technique.
The results from this test with a significance level α =
0.05 show the significance of the model in predicting
traffic noise on the vertical planes of nearby high-rise
building panels with the sig. 2-tailed = 0.896. The results
of the paired t-test of vertical plane data are shown in
Table 6.
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Table 3. Physical information of existing buildings in the
field.
Height of area next to
the building

Height of the
buildings

Valid

978

978

Missing

0

0

Mean

0.00

29.47

Std. error of mean

0.000

0.236

Median

0.00

30.10

Mode

0

22

N

Table 4. Physical information of observation points.
Height of area next to
the point

Height of the
point

Valid

231,918

231,918

Missing

0

0

Mean

16.75

0.00

Std. error of mean

0.020

0.000

Median

15.00

0.00

Mode

3

0

N

Figure 5. Direct measurement in the field by using a calibrated Sound Level Meter (BrüeKjer2230).

2.4. 3D Modeling of Noise by Using 3D City
Model
The 2D noise maps are developed with the information
of noise levels of one particular height. But actually,
noise transmits in all directions and the impact of noise is
in all directions. Information of noise of one particular
height will not be enough to reduce or control noise pollution. Therefore, these maps would not be appropriate
for noise assessment process [24]. In order to have a betCopyright © 2012 SciRes.

ter solution for these problems, it is necessary to have a
noise map that can provide complete information of
noise effect in all directions. This would be possible with
the presented 3D noise model. 3D analysis and investigation of traffic noise impact from highway on buildings
and surrounding areas would be possible by taking these
steps: constructing three-dimensional model of the study
area, creating 3D observation points surrounding buildings, calculating noise levels at each of these points, interpolating noise levels with a variety of methods (linear,
cubic, nearest neighbor, Biharmonic) by scripting in
MATLAB programming environment and finally combining the three-dimensional city model and three-dimensional model of noise pollution in the GIS environment (Figure 6).
Construction of three-dimensional city model can take
place by using semi-automatic or fully automatic algorithms, terrestrial or aerial laser scanning and GPS in
accordance with the required model [25]. In this study,
three-dimensional model of the study area was created by
using ArcGIS software and collected data relating to
building heights and natural ground level. The most important data in this three-dimensional model that must be
dealt with in detail include observation points, buildings,
highway, sound barriers and vacant lands which depending on soil type, a noise absorption coefficient is considered in the model for them (Figure 7).
The most important phase in three-dimensional noise
modeling is to create and distribute points around the
buildings, which noise levels are calculated in. Density
and number of these points will affect the accuracy of
final results. In this study, the quantity of 231,918 observation points with uniform spacing in both horizontal and
vertical direction distributed. The points were selected in
the horizontal plane 3 m above natural ground level, at 2
m intervals perpendicular to the lateral edge of the highway, and 5 m in the direction parallel to the highway and
in the vertical plane at 5 m intervals with a 10 cm vertical offset perpendicular to the front facade of the
buildings.
The reason for considering offset in vertical points is
to prevent possible errors in deployed interpolation equations, due to having points with same X, Y in different
heights. In order to obtain a more complete acoustical
status of study area, observation points also selected in
the back and upper parts of buildings. The reason for this
issue is the necessity of knowing the behavior of noise in
quiet environments (behind buildings and open lands) to
design appropriate applications in these environments.
Observation points were automatically created with VBA
scripting (Figure 7).
After calculating noise at each of the points by the
proposed noise model. 3D noise model was created by
fitting surfaces on the cloud of observation points. To
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Table 5. Results of statistical paired t-test of predicted and measured traffic noise on horizontal planes at α = 0.05.
Paired Samples Test
Paired Differences
Mean
Pair 1

Real_Dag-Sim_Dag

Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

0.03257

0.41731

0.04988

95% Confidence Interval of the Difference
Upper

Lower

−0.06693

0.13208

t

0.653

df Sig. (2-tailed)

70

0.516

Table 6. Results of statistical paired t-test of predicted and measured traffic noise on vertical planes at α = 0.05.
Paired Samples Test
Paired Differences
Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

Mean
Pair 2

Real_Dag-Sim_Dag

0.04257

0.41731

0.04988

95% Confidence Interval of the Difference
Upper

Lower

−0.06693

0.13208

t

df Sig. (2-tailed)

0.653 120

0.896

Figure 6. Diagram of 3D visualization of motorway noise.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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Figure 7. Different phases for 3D noise modeling.

reach this, different interpolation techniques such as linear, cubic, nearest neighbor, Biharmonic were used in
MATLAB environment. By calculating the ME and
RMSE for each of these interpolation methods and comparing them with each other, biharmonic and linear
methods with the lowest RMSE chosen as the appropriate methods for interpolating noise data in this study,
Therefore, only the linear Interpolation was used within
the day period (Figure 7).
To sum up, in this study, an evaluation is firstly given
to validate the traffic noise model that was proposed for
this motorway, in order to see whether it can be used
effectively in simulating traffic noise from this motorway.
This validated motorway noise model is then input into
the GIS platform of the ArcGIS program via script programming for estimation of noise levels on all surfaces of
building and ground at uniform grid points that are assigned into this study area in 3D format. Visualized noise
mapping is then applied to build color-enhanced noise
contours on all of the 3D study surfaces. Traffic noise
impact from this motorway on all sides of the building
panels and the ground surface around the building can
then be investigated in detail.

3. Results and Discussions
In order to effectively evaluate the effect of noise from
the traffic, the simulated noise model was combined with
three-dimensional city model. Visualized traffic noise
mapping is developed on the 3D GIS base in order to
transform this invisible impact into a visible one in the
form of color-enhanced noise contours on the ground and
building surfaces. The grid point system for traffic noise
estimation as given in this research can provide clear and
sharp images of color-enhanced images on the studied
surface, even when enlarged for detailed investigation.
The noise impact investigation on each side of the buildCopyright © 2012 SciRes.

ing surface is performed based on this building surface’s
noise mapping as follows:
On the front panel, or front facade of the building,
traffic noise decreases as the height of the building increases. This is due to the increased length of the noise
path from the motorway to that location on the building
surface. From the Figure 7, the highest traffic noise level
of 76 dBA occurs at the ground level of this front surface,
and the lowest noise level of 72 dBA appears at the top
edge of this front surface. Based on the results of this
study, this high rise building, especially its front facade,
is not suitable to be used for residential purposes, since
the noise from the nearby motorway creates a high traffic
noise impact on the front panel, ranging from 72 to 76
dBA. This is greater than the allowable noise standard of
55 dBA for the residential areas. Certain types of noise
protection are needed in order to make the building acceptable for commercial and even residential use.
On the side panels, traffic noise levels decreases as the
observed locations move farther from the motorway. The
noise levels also decrease with the increase in the height
of these locations. As shown in the Figure 7, the highest
traffic noise level f 72 dBA occurs at the lowest front
corner of the two side panels that are closest to the motorway. And the lowest noise level of 66 dBA appears at
the back corner of the top edge of these two side panels.
On the rooftop, traffic noise decreases due to the increase
in the length of the noise path from the motorway. As
shown in the Figure 7, the lowest noise level of 52 dBA
occurs at the back edge of the roof.
On the back panel, this side of building is the surface
that receives the lowest noise impact from the motorway,
since it is the location that has the highest degree of
shielding from the building itself, for both the vertical
path difference and the horizontal shielding angle. Therefore, it is the safest panel of this building from the impact
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of motorway traffic noise. The lowest noise location on
this back surface is shown to be the middle of the lowest
edge of the back side of the building, with a noise level
of 52 dBA. The loudest noise level 53 dBA, appears at
the edge of both sides of this panel, which have the least
shielding effect from the building.
The investigation results of noise impact from the motorway at this study area show that motorway traffic creates a high noise impact on the surrounding ground area
and nearby high-rise building. In the foreground area of
this building, from the motorway right-of-way to the
building line, the lowest noise level of 76 dBA appears at
the baseline of the building facade. This noise level is
much higher than the Iranian standard highway noise
limits of 55 dBA for residential areas and 60 dBA for
business or commercial areas. This means that it is
harmful to the health of people who live or work in this
foreground area without any kind of motorway noise
protection such as construction of noise barriers or installation of sealed glass windows and doors. The noise
conditions on the ground areas by the sides of a building
near the motorway are better than in the foreground. The
shielding effect from the building causes a decrease of
noise levels in these areas. But it is still not regarded as
safe for residential areas, since the lowest noise level of
72 dBA in the area at the back corner of the building is
still higher than the standard level for residential usage.
The area on the back side of the building is the safest
place for residential use, since it is shielded by the
high-rise building which blocks the noise from the motorway.
One of the most effective methods for noise attenuation in this area is the use of noise barriers. These barriers are resistive structures reducing the noise levels by
creating obstruction along the path of noise between the
receptor and noise-producing source [26]. For designing
noise barriers, several factors including the shape, material, height, length and location of installation should be
considered. In order to have the most attenuation in noise
levels, considering the power of noise in the source and
also having the ability of testing different types and con-
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ditions for noise walls in a simulated environment seems
to be necessary. This is one of the capabilities of the proposed three-dimensional model. In this research, the effect of employing various sound barriers to reduce noise
levels from Hemmat Highway was studied by modeling
in a simulated environment. Initially, the effects of barrier height and distance from the highway to reduce noise
were analyzed (Figure 8). The first three barriers (a), (b),
(c) are of height 3m and located at a distance of 2 m, 6 m,
9 m from the edge of road respectively. The next three
barriers (d), (e), (f) are of different height of 3 m, 5 m, 7
m respectively and located at equal distance of 2m from
the edge of road. Comparing the first three barriers (Table 7), the barrier (a) is found to be more effective in
reducing noise levels both in horizontal and vertical direction than other barriers (b), (c), thus it can be concluded that the barriers located close to the road are more
effective than the barriers located far from roads. Comparing the second three barriers (Table 7), it is found that
the barrier (f) with the height of 7m is more effective
than other barriers with the height of 3m and 5m. It implies that, as the height of the barrier is increased, the
effect of barrier in vertical direction also increases.
However, cost plays an important role while deciding the
height of barrier. The most noise reduction was seen in a
barrier of 7 m height located at a distance of 2 m from
the edge of road, the rate of attenuation for this type of
barrier was 7dBA for adjacent areas, 12 dB for the first
floor, 9 dBA for the second and third floors and less than
this value for the fourth and the other floors.
On the other hand, different types of sound walls, including vertical, cantilever, semi-enclosure, enclosure
barriers (g, h, i, j) with a height of 7 m in a distance of 2
m from the outer edge of the highway were studied. Thus,
enclosure, semi-enclosure and cantilever barriers were
found more effective in noise reduction respectively
(Figure 9), Which makes the surrounding areas, front
and lateral sides of buildings suitable not only for commercial use but also for residential use. By considering
the fact that the cost of installing enclosure and semienclosure barriers are much more than the cost for

Table 7. The role of the height of barriers and distance from road in noise attenuation.
Noise Reduction,
4th Floor

Noise Reduction,
3rd Floor

Noise Reduction,
2nd Floor

Noise Reduction,
1st Floor

Noise Reduction,
Adjacent

D

L

H

Type

ID

6

6

8

10

5

2

25

3

Noise Barrier

a

5

5

6

8

4

6

25

3

Noise Barrier

b

4

4

6

7

2

9

25

3

Noise Barrier

c

6

6

8

10

5

2

25

3

Noise Barrier

d

7

7

9

11

6

2

25

5

Noise Barrier

e

7

9

9

12

7

2

25

7

Noise Barrier

f
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Figure 8. The role of the height of barriers and distance from road in noise attenuation.

Figure 9. The role of different types of noise barriers in noise attenuation.

installing cantilever barrier and considering the physical
and natural conditions of study area, installing a cantilever barrier of 7 m height with a distance of 2 m from the
edge of road would be the best choice for this area. By
installing this type of barrier the noise levels would be in
the range of acceptable standards for residential and
commercial uses, therefore, we would have a safe place
for life and work.

4. Conclusions
Traditional methods for providing results of noise assessment could not be considered as an appropriate approach for analysis and investigation of functional alternatives to examine the types of noise reduction strategies.
Hence, having a flexible model, which enables users to
review and evaluate alternatives in a simulated environment, seems necessary. This approach enables faster and
better understanding of noise impact around the study
area and also investigating the effect of different parameters in noise reduction. In this study, the assessment
was done by combining the proposed model of traffic
noise and three-dimensional model of the study area in
GIS environment. Initially, the noise prediction model
was presented with regard to our study area, it was then
evaluated by measuring some control points in the field.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

In the next stage, with construction of three-dimensional
model of the study area, distribution of observation points,
calculation of noise in each specific point within day
time, three-dimensional modeling of noise was implemented in GIS environment. Traffic noise impact from
this motorway on all sides of the building panels and the
ground surface around the building can then be investigated in detail.
The investigation results of noise impact from the motorway at this study area show that the front facades of
buildings receive the highest noise impact in comparison
to all other building panels. The highest noise levels occur in the bottom front and by moving toward the upper
edge the noise level decreases to the lowest noise level
72 dBA at the highest edge. This shows that the front
facades of buildings are unsafe for residential use, unless
we use specific types of noise control approaches in this
area. In this research, because the highest point of the
building with a height of 27 meters on the ninth floor has
noise level of 72 dBA (means only 4 dBA reducing in the
noise level compared with noise level of 76 dBA on the
ground), the height of buildings is not recognized as an
effective parameter to reduce noise from the highway.
Based on the results of this research, this high rise building, especially its front façade and even its side panels,
JGIS
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are not suitable to be used for residential and also commercial purposes, since the noise from nearby motorway
creates a high traffic noise impact greater than allowable
noise standard on these facades. Backside and upside of
buildings due to having noise levels less than the standard level are entirely appropriate for the residential uses.
Certain types of protection are needed in order to make
the building acceptable for residential and commercial
use. For the most harmonious usage of the building and
surrounding area, sound barriers of different heights,
with different distances from the edge of the highway
were investigated. The highest attenuation in noise levels
was seen by installing a sound wall with seven meters
height located in two meters from the outer edge of the
highway. By considering the natural condition of the
study area and even economical aspects, installing cantilever barriers could be an effective approach for noise
attenuation in this area.
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